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ABSTRACT

This paper studies the role of f luctuations in the aggregate consumption–wealth
ratio for predicting stock returns. Using U.S. quarterly stock market data, we find
that these f luctuations in the consumption–wealth ratio are strong predictors of
both real stock returns and excess returns over a Treasury bill rate. We also find
that this variable is a better forecaster of future returns at short and intermediate
horizons than is the dividend yield, the dividend payout ratio, and several other
popular forecasting variables. Why should the consumption–wealth ratio forecast
asset returns? We show that a wide class of optimal models of consumer behavior
imply that the log consumption–aggregate wealth ~human capital plus asset hold-
ings! ratio summarizes expected returns on aggregate wealth, or the market port-
folio. Although this ratio is not observable, we provide assumptions under which
its important predictive components for future asset returns may be expressed in
terms of observable variables, namely in terms of consumption, asset holdings and
labor income. The framework implies that these variables are cointegrated, and
that deviations from this shared trend summarize agents’ expectations of future
returns on the market portfolio.

UNDERSTANDING THE EMPIRICAL LINKAGES between macroeconomic variables and
financial markets has long been a goal of financial economics. One reason
for the interest in these linkages is that expected excess returns on common
stocks appear to vary with the business cycle. This evidence suggests that
stock returns should be forecastable by business cycle variables at cyclical
frequencies. Indeed, the forecastability of stock returns is well documented.
Financial indicators such as the ratios of price to dividends, price to earn-
ings, or dividends to earnings have predictive power for excess returns over
a Treasury-bill rate. These financial variables, however, have been most suc-
cessful at predicting returns over long horizons. Over horizons spanning the
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length of a typical business cycle, stock returns have typically been found to
be only weakly forecastable.1 Moreover, traditional macroeconomic variables
have proven especially dismal as predictive variables.

The question of whether expected returns vary at cyclical frequencies and
with macroeconomic variables is also pertinent to the debate over why ex-
cess returns are predictable. One possibility is that financial markets are
inefficient. Alternatively, predictable variation in returns could simply re-
f lect the rational response of agents to time-varying investment opportuni-
ties, possibly driven by cyclical variation in risk aversion ~e.g., Sundaresan
~1989!, Constantinides ~1990!, Campbell and Cochrane ~1999!! or in the joint
distribution of consumption and asset returns. If these rational explanations
are correct, it is reasonable to expect that key macroeconomic variables should
perform an important function in forecasting excess stock returns. As yet,
however, there is little empirical evidence that real macroeconomic variables
perform such a function.

This paper adopts a new approach to investigating the linkages between
macroeconomics and financial markets. We begin by noting that aggregate
consumption, asset holdings, and labor income share a common long-term
trend, but may deviate substantially from one another in the short run. We
study the role of these transitory deviations from the common trend in con-
sumption, asset holdings, and labor income for predicting stock market f luc-
tuations. Our results show that these “trend deviations” are a strong univariate
predictor of both raw stock returns and excess stock returns over a Treasury
bill rate, and can account for a substantial fraction of the variation in future
returns. This variable provides information about future stock returns that
is not captured by lagged values of other popular forecasting variables, and
displays its greatest predictive power for returns over business cycle fre-
quencies, those ranging from one to five quarters. In addition, we find that
observations on this variable would have improved out-of-sample forecasts
of excess stock returns in postwar data relative to a variety of alternative
forecasting models. These results occur despite the fact that the individual
growth rates of consumption, labor income, and wealth, like other macro-
economic variables, bear little relationship to future stock returns.

Why should deviations from the common long-term trend in consumption,
asset wealth, and labor income forecast asset returns? We show that this
feature of the data may arise as an implication of a wide range of forward-
looking models of investor behavior where consumption is a function of ag-
gregate wealth ~the “market” portfolio!, defined as the sum of human and
asset wealth. To make the framework tractable, we employ a log-linear ap-
proximation of the intertemporal budget constraint. For a wide class of pref-

1 One exception to this is a study by Campbell ~1987! which finds that Treasury bill rates
and several measures of the term spread can explain a substantial fraction of the variation in
next month’s excess stock return. We also confirm in our extended sample that a stochastically
detrended short rate has modest forecasting power for returns at business cycle frequencies.
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erences, the log consumption–aggregate wealth ratio predicts asset returns
because it is a function of expected future returns on the market portfolio.
This result has been noted previously by Campbell and Mankiw ~1989! and
is the starting point of our theoretical framework.

There are two important obstacles that must be overcome before the log
consumption–aggregate wealth ratio can be empirically linked with future
asset returns. The most immediate is that aggregate wealth—specifically
the human capital component of it—is unobservable. This paper argues that
the important predictive components of the consumption–aggregate wealth
ratio for future market returns may be expressed in terms of observable
variables, namely in terms of consumption, asset holdings, and current labor
income.

The model we investigate implies that the log of consumption, labor in-
come, and asset holdings share a common stochastic trend. They are cointe-
grated. The parameters of this shared trend are the average shares of human
capital and asset wealth in aggregate wealth. If expected consumption growth
is not too volatile, stationary deviations from the shared trend among these
three variables produce movements in the consumption–aggregate wealth
ratio and predict future asset returns. This follows from the fact that the
consumption–aggregate wealth ratio summarizes agents’ expectations of fu-
ture returns on the market portfolio. Accordingly, deviations from the shared
trend will forecast returns to asset holdings, as long as the expected return
to human capital is not too volatile.

A remaining obstacle to using deviations in the common trend among con-
sumption, labor income, and asset wealth as a forecasting variable is that
the parameters of this shared trend are unobservable and must be esti-
mated. In ordinary empirical applications this estimation is problematic due
to the presence of endogenous regressors. In our application, however, con-
sumption, labor income, and asset wealth are cointegrated. We can obtain a
“superconsistent” estimate of the cointegrating parameters that will be ro-
bust to the presence of regressor endogeneity.

What is the economic intuition for our results? Investors who want to
maintain a f lat consumption path over time will attempt to “smooth out”
transitory movements in their asset wealth arising from time variation in
expected returns. When excess returns are expected to be higher in the fu-
ture, forward-looking investors will react by increasing consumption out of
current asset wealth and labor income, allowing consumption to rise above
its common trend with those variables. When excess returns are expected to
be lower in the future, these investors will react by decreasing consumption
out of current asset wealth and labor income, and consumption will fall be-
low its shared trend with these variables. In this way, investors may insu-
late future consumption from fluctuations in expected returns, and stationary
deviations from the shared trend among consumption, asset holdings, and
labor income are likely to be a predictor of excess stock returns, consistent
with what we find.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the
theoretical framework linking consumption, aggregate wealth, and expected
returns, and shows how we express the important predictive components of
the consumption–aggregate wealth ratio in terms of observable variables. In
Section II, we present the results of estimating the trend relationship among
consumption, labor income, and asset holdings. We then move on to test the
important implication of the framework presented in Section II, that devi-
ations from trend asset wealth are likely to lead stock returns. Section III
discusses the data used in our forecasting regressions for asset returns and
presents some summary statistics. Sections IV, V, and VI document our main
findings on the predictability of stock returns. Section VII concludes.

I. The Consumption–Wealth Ratio

This section presents a general framework linking consumption, asset hold-
ings, and labor income with expected returns.

Consider a representative agent economy in which all wealth, including
human capital, is tradable. Let Wt be aggregate wealth ~human capital plus
asset holdings! in period t. Ct is consumption and Rw, t11 is the net return on
aggregate wealth. The accumulation equation for aggregate wealth may be
written2

Wt11 5 ~1 1 Rw, t11!~Wt 2 Ct !. ~1!

We define r [ log~1 1 R!, and use lowercase letters to denote log variables
throughout. Campbell and Mankiw ~1989! show that, if the consumption–
aggregate wealth ratio is stationary, the budget constraint may be approx-
imated by taking a first-order Taylor expansion of the equation. The resulting
approximation gives an expression for the log difference in aggregate wealth

Dwt11 ' k 1 rw, t11 1 ~1 2 10rw!~ct 2 wt ! ~2!

where rw is the steady-state ratio of new investment to total wealth, ~W2C!0W,
and k is a constant that plays no role in our analysis.3 Solving this differ-
ence equation forward and imposing that limir` rw

i ~ct1i 2 wt1i! 5 0, the log
consumption–wealth ratio may be written

ct 2 wt 5 (
i51

`

rw
i ~rw, t1i 2 Dct1i !. ~3!

2 Labor income does not appear explicitly in this equation because of the assumption that
the market value of tradable human capital is included in aggregate wealth.

3 We omit unimportant linearization constants in the equations from now on.
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Equation ~3! holds simply as a consequence of the agent’s intertemporal bud-
get constraint and therefore holds ex post, but it also holds ex ante. Accord-
ingly, we can take conditional expectations of both sides of ~3! to obtain

ct 2 wt 5 Et (
i51

`

rw
i ~rw, t1i 2 Dct1i !, ~4!

where Et is the expectation operator conditional on information available at
time t. Equation ~4! shows that, if the aggregate consumption–wealth ratio
is not constant, it must forecast changing returns to the market portfolio or
changing consumption growth. Put another way, the consumption–wealth
ratio can only vary if consumption growth or returns or both are predictable.

As suggested by equation ~4!, the consumption–wealth ratio is a function
of expected future returns to the market portfolio in a broad range of opti-
mal consumption models. The information set upon which expectations are
conditioned will depend on the state variables in the model. These models
may differ in their specification of preferences, or in the assumptions about
the stochastic properties of consumption and asset returns. All of them, how-
ever, will imply that the consumption–aggregate wealth ratio is a function of
expected future returns, and that agents’ expectations about future returns
and consumption growth may be inferred from observable consumption be-
havior. Moreover, we do not need to explicitly model how returns to wealth
and consumption growth are determined by some specific set of preferences.

Because aggregate wealth, in particular, human capital, is not observ-
able, the framework presented above is not directly suited for predicting
asset returns. To overcome this obstacle, we assume that the nonstationary
component of human capital, denoted Ht , can be well-described by aggre-
gate labor income, Yt , implying that ht 5 k 1 yt 1 zt , where k is a constant
and zt is a mean zero stationary random variable. This assumption may be
rationalized by a number of different specifications linking labor income to
the stock of human capital. First, labor income may be described as the
annuity value of human wealth, Yt 5 Rh, t11Ht , where Rh, t11 is the net
return to human capital. In this case ~ignoring a linearization constant!,
rh, t [ log~1 1 Rh, t11! ' 10ry~ yt 2 ht !, where ry [ ~1 1 Y0H !0~Y0H !, imply-
ing zt 5 2ry rh, t . This specification places no restrictions on the functional
form of expected or realized returns, and it makes no assumptions about
the relationship between returns to human capital and returns to asset
wealth.4 Alternatively, one could specify a “Gordon growth model” for hu-
man capital by assuming that expected returns to human capital are con-
stant and labor income follows a random walk, in which case zt is a constant
equal to log~Rh!. Finally, aggregate labor income can be thought of as the
dividend on human capital, as in Campbell ~1996! and Jagannathan and

4 This specification ignores effects that arise from an endogenous choice of labor supply in
models where utility over leisure and consumption is nonseparable.
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Wang ~1996!. In this case, the return to human capital may be defined as
Rh, t11 5 ~Ht11 1 Yt11!0Ht , and a log-linear approximation of Rh, t11 implies
that zt 5 Et (j50

` rh
j~Dyt111j 2 rh, t111j!. In each of these specifications, the

log of aggregate labor income captures the nonstationary component of
human capital.

We are now in a position to express the important predictive components
of the consumption–aggregate wealth ratio in terms of observable variables.
Let At be asset holdings, and let 1 1 Ra, t be its gross return. Aggregate
wealth is therefore Wt 5 At 1 Ht and log aggregate wealth may be approx-
imated as

wt ' vat 1 ~1 2 v!ht , ~5!

where v equals the average share of asset holdings in total wealth, A0W.
This ratio may also be expressed in terms of steady-state labor income and
returns as RhA0~Y 1 RhA!.

The return to aggregate wealth can be decomposed into the returns of its
two components

1 1 Rw, t 5 vt ~1 1 Ra, t ! 1 ~1 2 vt !~1 1 Rh, t !. ~6!

Campbell ~1996! shows that ~6! may be transformed into an approximate
equation for log returns taking the form

rw, t ' vra, t 1 ~1 2 v!rh, t . ~7!

Substituting ~7! into the ex ante budget constraint ~4!, ~again ignoring con-
stants! gives

ct 2 vat 2 ~1 2 v!ht 5 Et (
i51

`

rw
i $@vra, t1i 1 ~1 2 v!rh, t1i # 2 Dct1i %. ~8!

This equation still contains the unobservable variable ht on the left-hand
side. To remove it, we substitute our formulation linking the log of labor
income to human capital, ht 5 k 1 yt 1 zt , into ~8!, which yields an approx-
imate equation describing the log consumption–aggregate wealth ratio using
only observable variables on the left-hand side:

ct 2 vat 2 ~1 2 v!yt 5 Et (
i51

`

rw
i $@vra, t1i 1 ~1 2 v!rh, t1i # 2 Dct1i % 1 ~1 2 v!zt .

~9!

Since all the terms on the right-hand side of ~9! are presumed stationary, c,
a, and y must be cointegrated, and the left-hand side of ~9! gives the devi-
ation in the common trend of ct , at , and yt . In what follows, we denote the
trend deviation term ct 2 vat 2 ~1 2 v!yt as cayt . Moreover, equation ~9!
shows that cayt will be a good proxy for market expectations of future asset
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returns, ra, t1i , as long as expected future returns on human capital, rh, t1i ,
and consumption growth, Dct1i , are not too variable, or as long as these
variables are highly correlated with expected returns on assets.

It is instructive to compare ~9! to an expression for another variable that
has been widely used to forecast asset returns, the log dividend–price ratio.
Let dt and pt be log dividend and log price, respectively, of the stock of asset
wealth. Campbell and Shiller ~1988! show that the log dividend–price ratio
may be written

dt 2 pt 5 Et (
j51

`

ra
j~ra, t1j 2 Ddt1j !, ~10!

where ra 5 P0~P 1 D!. This equation is often referred to as the “dynamic
dividend growth model” and is derived by taking a first-order Taylor approx-
imation of the equation defining the log stock return, rt 5 log~Pt 1 Dt ! 2
log~Pt !. This equation says that if the dividend–price ratio is high, agents
must be expecting either high returns on assets in the future or low dividend
growth rates.

Note the similarity between ~10! and our expression for the consumption–
wealth ratio, ~4!. Both hold ex post as well as ex ante. The role of consump-
tion in ~4! is directly analogous to that of dt in ~10!: When the consumption–
aggregate wealth ratio is high, agents must be expecting either high returns
on the market portfolio in the future or low consumption growth rates. Thus,
consumption may be thought as the dividend paid from aggregate wealth.
Unlike dividends, however, the determinants of consumption are more readily
defined by theory and one can combine the budget constraint formulation in
~4! with various models of consumer behavior. Note that in an exchange
economy without labor income, aggregate consumption is equal to aggregate
dividends and the consumption–wealth ratio is a scale transformation of the
dividend–price ratio. This tight link between ct 2 wt and dt 2 pt is broken in
economies with labor income, or if there is a saving technology so that agents
are not forced to consume their endowment.

II. Estimating the Trend Relationship Among Consumption,
Labor Income, and Asset Holdings

An important task in using cayt to forecast asset returns is the estimation
of the parameters of the shared trend in consumption, labor income, and
wealth in ~9!.5 At first glance, it may appear that obtaining a consistent
estimate of these parameters would be difficult because ct , at , and yt are
endogenously determined. This section discusses how we apply the asymp-
totic properties of cointegrated variables to circumvent this difficulty.

5 This section draws from Ludvigson and Steindel ~1999!. That paper studies the properties
of a vector-error-correction representation for consumption, asset wealth, and labor income and
focuses on its implications for consumption, but does not address the issue of stock market
predictability.
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Before estimating the parameters of the shared trend, we deal with a
measurement issue that arises from the nature of the data on consumption.
Previous empirical work that has investigated consumption-based models
has used expenditures on nondurables and services as a measure of con-
sumption. The use of these expenditure categories is justified on the grounds
that the theory applies to the flow of consumption; expenditures on durable
goods are not part of this f low because they represent replacements and
additions to a stock, rather than a service f low from the existing stock. But
because nondurables and services expenditure is only a component of unob-
servable total consumption, the standard solution to this problem requires
the researcher to assume that total consumption is a constant multiple of
nondurable and services consumption ~Blinder and Deaton ~1985!, Galí ~1990!!.

We follow in this tradition and use nondurables and services as our con-
sumption measure, and assume a constant scale factor governing the rela-
tionship between the log of total consumption and the log of nondurables
consumption, denoted cn, t . Thus we write log total consumption, ct 5 lcn, t ,
where l . 1, implying that the estimated cointegrating vector for cn, t , at ,
and yt will be given by @1,2~10l!v,2~10l!~1 2 v!# .6 We define ba 5 ~10l!v,
and by 5 ~10l!~1 2 v!, the parameters of the cointegrating relation to be
estimated. Note that ba 1 by identifies 10l.

The data used for this estimation are quarterly, seasonally adjusted, per
capita variables, measured in 1992 dollars. The Appendix provides details
on data construction and the source for all the data we use. As a preliminary
step, we test whether each variable passes a unit root test. Given that con-
sumption, labor income, and household net worth all appear to contain a
unit root, we then move on to test for the presence of cointegration in our
sample, which spans the period from the fourth quarter of 1952 to the third
quarter of 1998. We provide the results of these tests in the Appendix, and
simply note here that there is strong evidence supporting the hypothesis of
a single cointegrating vector for consumption, labor income, and asset holdings.

To estimate ba and by, we employ a method that generates optimal esti-
mates of the cointegrating parameters in a multivariate setting. We follow
Stock and Watson ~1993! and use a dynamic least squares ~DLS! technique
that specifies a single equation taking the form

cn, t 5 a 1 ba at 1 by yt 1 (
i52k

k

ba, i Dat2i 1 (
i52k

k

by, i Dyt2i 1 et , ~11!

where D denotes the first difference operator.

6 Previous research has worked with formulations in levels, rather than in logs as we do
here. Because Blinder and Deaton ~1985! report that the share of nondurables and services in
measured expenditures has displayed a secular decline over the sample period, the assumption
that total consumption is a constant multiple of nondurable consumption may be questionable.
By contrast, we postulate that the log of total consumption is a constant multiple of the log of
nondurable and services consumption. Unlike the ratio of levels, the ratio of logs appears to
have exhibited little secular movement during our sample period.
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Equation ~11! is estimated by OLS, and this methodology provides a con-
sistent estimate of the cointegrating parameters through its estimates of ba
and by. The DLS specification adds leads and lags of the first difference of
the right-hand side variables to a standard OLS regression of consumption
on labor income and asset holdings to eliminate the effects of regressor endo-
geneity on the distribution of the least squares estimator. We denote the
estimated trend deviation by [cayt [ cn, t 2 Zbaat 2 Zby yt , where “hats” denote
estimated parameters.7

It is important to recognize that estimates of ba and by will be consistent
despite the fact that et will typically be correlated with the regressors at and
yt . This follows from the fact that OLS estimates of cointegrating param-
eters are “superconsistent,” converging to the true parameter values at a
rate proportional to the sample size T rather than proportional to !T as in
ordinary applications ~Stock ~1987!!. This means that the data should pro-
vide a consistent estimate of v, in effect making observable the average
ratios of each component of wealth.

Implementing the regression in ~11! using data from the fourth quarter of
1952 to the third quarter of 1998 generates the following point estimates
~ignoring coefficient estimates on the first differences! for the parameters of
the shared trend consumption, labor income, and wealth:

cn, t 5 0.61 1 0.31at 1 0.59yt ,
~7.96! ~11.70! ~23.92!

~12!

where the corrected t-statistics appear in parentheses below the coefficient es-
timates.8 The coefficient estimates suggest that l is about 1.10, implying that
the share of asset holdings in aggregate wealth is close to one-third, whereas
the share of human capital is close to two-thirds. These values are consistent
with what one would expect if aggregate production is governed by a Cobb–
Douglas technology. In this case, total output, Yt 5 Kt

a Lt
12a , the payments to

labor are given by ~1 2 a!Yt and the payments to capital are given by aYt . If
human and asset wealth are discounted at the same rate, Rt1i , the stock of as-
set wealth is At 5 aEt (i51

` @Yt1i 0~) j51
i Rt1i !# , and the stock of human capital is

Ht 5 ~1 2 a!Et (i51
` @Yt1i 0~) j51

i Rt1i !# . Thus the estimates in ~12! imply that
a 5 0.34, and are very close to values used in the real business cycle literature
~see, e.g., Kydland and Prescott ~1982! and Hansen ~1985!!.

How can we interpret deviations from the shared trend in consumption,
labor income, and assets? Are they better described as transitory movements
in asset wealth or as transitory movements in consumption and labor in-

7 The data on [cayt can be downloaded from our websites: http:00www.ny.frb.org0rmaghome0
economist0lettau0lettau.html and http:00www.ny.frb.org0rmaghome0economist0ludvigson0
ludvigson.html.

8 We experimented with various lead0lag lengths in estimating the DLS specification. For
the results reported in ~12!, the value of k 5 8 was used. Neither the cointegrating parameter
estimates nor the forecasting results we present below are sensitive to the particular value of
k for k ranging from one to eight. Similar estimates of the cointegrating parameters were also
obtained using Johansen’s ~1988! full information maximum-likelihood technique.
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come? To answer this question, it is instructive to examine a three-variable,
cointegrated vector autoregression ~VAR! where the log difference in con-
sumption, asset wealth, and labor income are each regressed on their own
lags and an “error-correction term,” equal to the lagged value of the esti-
mated trend deviation, [cayt21. We focus on the relationship between the
estimated trend deviation and future growth rates of each variable.

Table I presents these results using a two lag VAR.9 Note that, in this
cointegrated vector autoregression, as well as in the forecasting regressions
for asset returns presented in the next section, standard errors do not need
to be adjusted to account for the use of the generated regressor, [cayt21. This
again follows from the fact that estimates of the cointegrating parameters
converge to their true values at rate T, rather than at the usual rate !T .
The table reveals two interesting properties of the data on consumption,
household wealth, and labor income.

First, estimation of the asset growth equation shows that [cayt21 predicts
asset growth, implying that deviations in asset wealth from its shared trend
with labor income and consumption uncover an important transitory varia-
tion in asset holdings. In Section IV below, we show that this variable pre-
dicts asset growth because the estimated trend deviation forecasts asset
returns, consistent with the theoretical framework discussed above.

9 This lag length was chosen in accordance with findings from Akaike and Schwartz tests.
This system is also studied in Ludvigson and Steindel ~1999!.

Table I

Estimates from a Cointegrated VAR
This table reports the sum of estimated coefficients from cointegrated vec-
tor autoregressions ~VAR! of the column variable on the row variable.
t-statistics for the sum appear in parentheses. Significant coefficients at
the five percent level are highlighted in bold face. [cayt is ct 2 Zbaat 2 Zby yt ,
where ct is consumption, at is asset wealth, and yt is labor income. The
sample period is fourth quarter of 1952 to third quarter 1998.

Equation

Dependent variable Dct Dat Dyt

Dct2i, i51,2 0.296 0.208 0.575
~t-stat! ~2.236! ~0.463! ~2.353!

Dat2i, i51,2 0.019 0.177 0.081
~t-stat! ~0.623! ~1.635! ~1.400!

Dyt2i, i51,2 0.074 0.239 20.060
~t-stat! ~1.020! ~0.926! ~20.425!

[cayt21 20.015 0.445 0.100
~t-stat! ~20.411! ~3.554! ~1.440!

OR2 0.12 0.14 0.05
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A second feature of the data is revealed by inspecting the consumption and
labor income growth regressions. Transitory variation in the ~log! levels of a
series requires forecastability of the growth rates. Both consumption and
labor income growth are somewhat predictable by lags of consumption growth,
as noted elsewhere ~Flavin ~1981!, Campbell and Mankiw ~1989!!, but the
adjusted R2 statistics ~especially for the labor income equation! are lower
than those in the asset regression. More importantly, the magnitude of the
coefficient on [cayt21 in the asset growth equation is substantially larger
than in either the consumption or labor income equation. Furthermore, this
error-correction term does not enter at a statistically significant level in the
equations for consumption or labor income growth.

These results suggest that deviations from the shared trend in consump-
tion, labor income, and assets are better described as transitory movements
in asset wealth than as transitory movements in consumption or labor in-
come. When log consumption deviates from its habitual ratio with log labor
income and log assets, it is asset wealth, rather than consumption or labor
income, that is forecast to adjust until the equilibrating relationship is restored.

The next step in our analysis is to investigate the role of transitory move-
ments in asset wealth in forecasting asset returns. Before doing so, we dis-
cuss the data used in this investigation and examine summary statistics for
[cayt and for our financial data.

III. Asset Return Data and Summary Statistics

Our financial data include stock returns, dividends per share, and quar-
terly earnings per share from the Standard & Poor’s ~S&P! Composite Index
for which quarterly earnings data are available. In addition, we also con-
sider returns on the value-weighted CRSP Index ~CRSP-VW!. The CRSP
Index ~which includes the NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq! should provide a bet-
ter proxy for nonhuman components of total asset wealth because it is a
much broader measure than is the S&P Index.

Let rt denote the log real return of the index under consideration and rf, t
the log real return on the 30-day Treasury bill ~the “risk-free” rate!. The log
excess return is rt 2 rf, t . Log price, p, is the natural logarithm of the rele-
vant index. Log dividends, d, are the natural logarithm of the sum of the
past four quarters of dividends per share. Log earnings, e, are the natural
logarithm of a single quarter’s earnings per share. We call d 2 p the divi-
dend yield and, following Lamont ~1998!, d 2 e the payout ratio.

Table II presents summary statistics for the variables mentioned above
and for the relative bill rate, the T-bill rate minus its 12-month backward
moving average. Campbell ~1991! and Hodrick ~1992! apply this stochastic
detrending method to T bills in order to forecast returns.

The properties of stock returns, d 2 p, d 2 e, and the relative bill rate are
well known; thus, we focus our discussion on the estimated trend deviation
variable [cay. This variable is contemporaneously positively correlated with
excess stock returns, the dividend–price ratio, and the dividend–earnings
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ratio. The correlation with the relative bill rate is negative. However, none of
the correlations are large ~in absolute value!. Relative to its mean, [cay varies
less than d 2 p and d 2 e.

How does the persistence of [cayt compare to other variables known to
forecast excess stock returns? It is well known that the price–dividend ratio
is very persistent. The autocorrelation of [cayt is fairly high, but substan-
tially lower than for d 2 p, 0.79 compared to 0.93. Thus, the use of [cayt in
the forecasting equations below does not present the inference problems that
arise with the very persistent dividend yield.

Figure 1 plots the standardized trend deviation, [cayt , and the standard-
ized excess return on the S&P Composite Index over the period spanning the
fourth quarter of 1952 to the third quarter of 1998. The figure shows a
multitude of episodes during which positive trend deviations preceded large
positive excess returns and negative ones preceded large negative returns.
Moreover, large swings in the trend deviation tend to precede spikes in ex-
cess returns. This pattern is evident during the 1950s and early 1960s when
[cayt shot up prior to a sequence of up-ticks in excess returns, during the

1970s when sharp declines in [cayt led the bear markets of those years, and
during the 1980s when the trend deviation turned negative prior to the 1987
stock market crash. The trend deviation term also displays some notable
cyclicality, typically rising during recessions and falling during booms.

To some extent, the tight link exhibited between these variables has bro-
ken down in the most recent period; [cayt became negative in 1995 and de-
clined sharply until the second quarter of 1998, whereas the stock market

Table II

Summary Statistics
rt 2 rf, t is quarterly log excess returns on the S&P Composite Index; dt 2 pt is the log dividend
yield; dt 2 et is the log dividend payout ratio; RRELt is the relative bill rate; [cayt is ct 2 Zbaat 2
Zby yt , where ct is consumption, at is asset wealth, and yt is labor income. The statistics are

computed for the largest common span of available data for all the variables. The sample period
is fourth quarter of 1952 to third quarter of 1998.

rt-rf, t dt-pt dt-et RRELt [cayt

Panel A: Correlation Matrix

rt 2 rf 1.00 20.15 0.08 20.30 0.28
dt 2 pt 1.00 0.01 20.01 0.43
dt 2 et 1.00 20.46 0.15
RRELt 1.00 20.23
[cayt 1.00

Panel B: Univariate Summary Statistics

Mean 0.016 23.358 0.680 0.000 0.593
Standard error 0.077 0.277 0.199 0.011 0.011
Autocorrelation 0.12 0.93 0.70 0.71 0.79
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~in a delayed response relative to its historical pattern! did not turn down
until the third quarter of 1998.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the Figure 1 is how foreboding are
current levels of [cayt for returns in 2000 and beyond. This model is not alone
in exhibiting such a bearish projection; the log dividend–price ratio is well
below its historical mean, indeed at a postwar low in our S&P data. Of
course, we cannot preclude the possibility that a structural shift has oc-
curred in the underlying parameters governing these relationships. Never-
theless, the unusually low values of [cayt in recent data suggests that consumers
have factored the expectation of lower future stock returns into today’s
consumption.

IV. Quarterly Forecasting Regressions

We now move on to assess the forecasting power of detrended wealth for
asset returns. Table III shows a typical set of results using the lagged trend
deviation, [cayt , as a predictive variable. The table reports one-quarter-
ahead forecasts of the real return on the S&P Composite Index and on the
CRSP-VW Index as well as forecasts for excess returns. In all of the regres-

Figure 1. Excess returns and trend deviations. Excess return is the return on the S&P
Composite Index less the return on the three-month Treasury bill rate. Trend deviation
is the estimated deviation from the shared trend in consumption c, labor income y, and asset
wealth a: [cayt 5 ct 2 Zbaat 2 Zby yt . Both series are normalized to standard deviations of unity.
The sample period is fourth quarter of 1952 to third quarter of 1998. Shaded areas denote
NBER recessions.
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Table III

Forecasting Quarterly Stock Returns
The table reports estimates from OLS regressions of stock returns on lagged variables named
at the head of a column. All returns are in logs using the S&P 500 Index, except for regressions
4 and 8 ~indicated by †!, which use CRSP value-weighted returns. The regressors are as follows:
lag denotes a one-period lag of the independent variables; [cayt [ ct 2 Zbaat 2 Zby yt , where ct is
consumption, at is asset wealth, and yt is labor income; dt 2 pt is the log dividend yield; dt 2 et

is the log dividend payout ratio; RRELt is the relative bill rate; TRMt is the term spread, the
difference between the 10-year Treasury bond yield and the 3-month Treasury bond yield; and
DEFt is the BAA Corporate Bond rate minus the AAA Corporate Bond rate. Newey–West cor-
rected t-statistics appear in parentheses below the coefficient estimate. Significant coefficients
at the five percent level are highlighted in bold face. Regressions use data from the fourth
quarter of 1952 to the third quarter of 1998, except for regression 13 ~denoted with a ‡!, which
begins in the second quarter of 1953, the largest common sample for which all the data are
available.

#
Constant
~t-stat!

lag
~t-stat!
[cayt

~t-stat!
dt 2 pt

~t-stat!
dt 2 et

~t-stat!
RRELt

~t-stat!
TRMt

~t-stat!
DEFt

~t-stat! OR2

Panel A: Real Returns; 1952:4–1998:3

1 0.017 0.136 0.01
~3.131! ~2.221!

2 0.029 2.220 0.09
~4.672! ~3.024!

3 0.026 0.062 2.109 0.09
~4.645! ~0.981! ~2.806!

4† 0.028 20.007 2.513 0.10
~4.889! ~20.157! ~4.754!

Panel B: Excess Returns; 1952:4–1998:3

5 0.014 0.119 0.00
~2.952! ~1.976!

6 0.024 2.165 0.09
~4.328! ~3.226!

7 0.023 0.043 2.089 0.09
~4.345! ~0.707! ~2.988!

8† 0.022 20.038 2.528 0.10
~4.612! ~20.483! ~4.583!

Panel C: Additional Controls; Excess Returns; 1952:4–1998:3

9 0.100 0.025 0.00
~1.157! ~0.965!

10 20.012 2.274 20.011 0.09
~20.135! ~4.131! ~20.404!

11 0.058 0.025 0.060 0.02
~0.656! ~0.805! ~1.531!

12 20.036 2.145 20.009 0.043 0.09
~20.398! ~4.182! ~20.267! ~1.289!

13‡ 0.038 0.004 1.906 0.011 20.004 21.377 20.082 20.883 0.10
~0.278! ~20.065! ~3.197! ~0.095! ~0.270! ~22.443! ~20.125! ~20.543!
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sions in Table III, we make a Newey–West correction ~Newey and West ~1987!!
to the t-statistics for generalized serial correlation of the residuals. We call
these our benchmark regressions.

Focusing on the S&P Composite Index, the first row of each panel of Table III
shows that the forecasting power of a regression of returns on one lag of the
dependent variable is quite weak. This model predicts only one percent of next
quarter’s variation in real returns, and a negligible percentage of next quar-
ter’s excess return variation. By contrast, the trend deviation explains a sub-
stantial fraction of the variation in next quarter’s return. For the S&P Composite
Index, regressions of real returns and excess returns on their own lags and on
one lag of [cayt both produce an adjusted R2 of nine percent, so that adding last
quarter’s value of [cayt to the model allows the regression to predict an addi-
tional nine percent of the variation in next period’s excess return and an extra
eight percent of the variation in next period’s real return. Moreover, the Newey–
West corrected t-statistic for this variable indicates that the coefficient esti-
mate is nonzero with very high probability. These results are little affected by
whether the lagged value of the real return is included in the regression as an
additional explanatory variable ~row 3!.

The predictive impact of [cayt on future returns is economically large: The
point estimate of the coefficient on [cayt is about 2.2 for real returns. To
understand these units, note that the variables comprised in [cayt are in
per-capita terms, measured in billions of 1992 dollars, and that [cayt itself
has a standard deviation of about 0.01. Thus a one-standard-deviation in-
crease in [cayt leads to a 220 basis points rise in the expected real return on
the S&P Index and about the same rise in the excess return, roughly a nine
percent increase at an annual rate.10

Using the broader CRSP-VW Index as a measure of returns produces slightly
higher OR2 statistics than for the S&P 500 Index ~Table III, rows 4 and 8!.
The t-statistics of the [cayt coefficients increase to over four for both real
returns and excess returns. According to the consumption framework pre-
sented above, [cayt forecasts expectations of future returns to the market
portfolio, so it is not surprising that it forecasts the broader CRSP-VW Index
better than the S&P 500 Index.

These results accord well with the economic intuition from the framework
presented in Section I. If returns are expected to decline in the future, in-
vestors who desire smooth consumption paths will allow consumption to dip
temporarily below its long-term relationship with both assets and labor in-

10 Relative to financial variables, macroeconomic variables are reported with a lag of about
one month. Results ~not reported! show that when the one-quarter lagged value, [cayt , is re-
placed with the two-quarter lagged value, [cayt21, as a predictive variable, the coefficient on the
two-period lagged variable is also a strongly statistically significant predictor of excess returns,
although the point estimate falls to about 1.6. And, although, as would be expected, the OR2 is
somewhat lower than when the two-period lagged value is used, including the two-period lagged
value of [cayt into the benchmark equation still allows the regression to pick up an additional
five percent of the variation in both next quarter’s raw and excess returns. Note that the delay
in the data release is less of an issue for the long-horizon forecasts we consider in Section 6.
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come in an attempt to insulate future consumption from lower returns, and
vice versa. Thus, investors’ own optimizing behavior suggests that devia-
tions in the long-term trend among c, a, and y should be positively related to
future stock returns, consistent with what we find.

Not only does [cayt covary positively with expected future returns, the vari-
ation in [cayt is countercyclical: Its contemporaneous correlation with con-
sumption growth and real GDP growth is 20.07 and 20.12 respectively, a
phenomenon illustrated graphically in Figure 1, which shows that [cayt tends
to decline during expansions and rise just prior to the onset of a recession.
Accordingly, expansions are characterized by increasing consumption, but
an even greater rate of increase in assets. These features of the data may be
interpreted using the time-varying risk aversion framework of Campbell and
Cochrane ~1999!. In that model, consumption booms are periods during which
consumption increases above habit, leading to a decline in risk aversion. The
decline in risk aversion leads, in turn, to a greater demand for risky assets
and a decrease in expected excess returns, or risk premia. Thus, in that
model, booms are times of rising consumption but declining ratios of con-
sumption to wealth, consistent with what we find.

How robust are the results? Panel C of Table III reports estimates from
forecasting regressions that include a variety of variables shown elsewhere
to contain predictive power for excess returns. Shiller ~1984!, Campbell and
Shiller ~1988!, and Fama and French ~1988! all find that the ratios of price
to dividends or earnings have predictive power for excess returns. Lamont
~1998! finds that the ratio of dividends to earnings has forecasting power at
quarterly horizons. Campbell ~1991! and Hodrick ~1992! find that the rela-
tive T-bill rate ~the 30-day T-bill rate minus its 12-month moving average!
predicts returns, and Fama and French ~1989! study the forecasting power
of the term spread ~the 10-year Treasury bond yield minus the 1-year Trea-
sury bond yield! and the default spread ~the difference between the BAA and
AAA corporate bond rates!. We include these variables in the benchmark
equations for the excess return on the S&P Composite Index in Table III,
Panel C.11

The first row of Table III, Panel C, shows that the dividend yield has
virtually no effect on excess returns at a horizon of one quarter; the OR2

statistic for this regression is negligible. This is not surprising because it is
well known that this variable typically performs better at forecast horizons
in excess of two years ~Campbell ~1991!, Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay ~1997!!.
When we include the trend deviation in this regression with the dividend
yield ~row 10!, the OR2 statistic increases to nine percent, and the point es-
timate on [cayt is strongly significant.

11 In other tests ~not reported!, we included the one-period lagged value of consumption
growth, labor income growth, and PCE inf lation as predictive variables. None of these vari-
ables inf luence the coefficient estimates on [cayt , or the incremental OR2 from including [cayt in
the regression. The former two are not statistically significant, and inf lation, although indi-
vidually significant, does not increase the explanatory power of the regression by a measurable
amount.
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In a recent paper, Lamont ~1998! argues that the dividend payout ratio
should be a potentially potent predictor of excess returns, a result of the fact
that high dividends typically forecast high returns whereas high earnings
typically forecast low returns. Row 11 of Table III shows the regression re-
sults when both the lagged dividend yield, dt 2 pt , and the lagged dividend
payout ratio, dt 2 et , are included in the forecasting equation. This regres-
sion has more explanatory power than the univariate model for returns used
in Table III, Panel C, but the OR2 statistic is still just two percent. Adding the
trend deviation term, [cayt , again significantly improves the one-quarter-
ahead predictive capacity of the regression; of the three, this variable is the
only one with statistically significant explanatory power, and including it
increases the OR2 to nine percent.12

The final row of Table III, Panel C, augments the benchmark regression
by including the lagged relative bill rate, the lagged term spread, and the
lagged default spread along with the lagged dividend yield and the lagged
payout ratio. Of these seven explanatory variables, the only ones that have
significant marginal predictive power are the relative bill rate and the trend
deviation term. Both the trend deviation and the relative bill rate are highly
significant, and the estimated coefficient on the relative bill rate has the
expected negative sign. Nevertheless, a comparison of rows 12 and 13 makes
clear that the relative bill rate, although having marginal explanatory power,
does not help explain much of the variation in next quarter’s excess return.
The OR2 including this variable ~row 12! is 10 percent, just one percent higher
than in row 12 where the variable is excluded ~the unadjusted R-squared
statistics are similar!. Furthermore, the coefficient estimate for [cayt is little
affected by the inclusion of the relative bill rate or other variables in the
forecasting equation; regardless of which specification we consider, the point
estimates are always between 1.9 and 2.3 and the t-statistics are above 3.
This reveals that [cayt contains information about future asset returns that
is not included in other forecasting variables.

V. Out-of-Sample Tests

One possible concern about the forecasting results presented above is the
potential for “look-ahead” bias due to the fact that the coefficients in [cayt are
estimated using the full sample. This concern may be addressed by perform-
ing out-of-sample forecasts where the parameters in [cayt are reestimated
every period, using only data available at the time of the forecast. The dif-
ficulty with this technique is that consistent estimation of the parameters in
[cayt requires a large number of observations, and an out-of-sample proce-

12 Our results on the forecasting power of the dividend payout ratio and the dividend yield
differ from those of Lamont ~1998!, who reports that both variables are strong predictors of the
excess return on the S&P Index. The source of this discrepancy in our results is the data
sampling period: Lamont’s data spanned the period from the first quarter of 1947 to the fourth
quarter of 1994, whereas our data runs from the fourth quarter of 1954 to the fourth quarter
of 1998.
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dure is likely to induce significant sampling error in the coefficient esti-
mates during the early estimation recursions. This would make it more difficult
for [cayt to display forecasting power if the theory is true.

With this caveat in mind, we nevertheless compare the mean-squared er-
ror from a series of one-quarter-ahead out-of-sample forecasts obtained from
a prediction equation that includes [cayt as the sole forecasting variable, to a
variety of forecasting equations that do not include [cayt . We begin by mak-
ing nested forecast comparisons. That is, we compare the mean-squared fore-
casting error from an unrestricted model, which includes [cayt , to a restricted,
benchmark model, which excludes this variable. Thus the unrestricted model
nests the benchmark model.

A. Nested Forecast Comparisons

Before making this comparison, we must choose an appropriate bench-
mark. We do so by comparing the mean-squared forecasting error from a
regression that includes just the lagged excess return, rt 2 rf, t , as a predic-
tive variable, to the mean-squared error from regressions that included, in
addition to this variable, combinations of the other variables discussed above
~the log dividend–price ratio, the log dividend–earnings ratio, the relative
bill rate, and the term spread!. Including any of these control variables does
not improve, and often even degrades, the out-of-sample predictive power of
a regression that uses just the lagged dependent variable as a predictor.
Accordingly, we take the more parsimonious model, using just the one-period
lagged value of the excess return as a benchmark, and refer to this forecast-
ing model as the autoregressive benchmark. For comparison, we also specify
a model of constant expected returns ~where a constant is the sole explan-
atory variable for excess returns! as the restricted model and refer to this as
the constant expected returns benchmark. The constant expected returns bench-
mark is compared to one that includes both a constant and [cay as a predic-
tive variable.

The nested comparisons are made by alternately augmenting the bench-
mark with either the one-period lagged value of [cayt , or the two-period
lagged value, denoted [cayt21. Results using the two-period lagged value
are presented because macroeconomic indicators are available with a one-
month delay relative to financial variables. Thus, the two-quarter lagged
value of [cay is an overly conservative estimate of the information that
would be available to a practitioner who wishes to forecast quarterly re-
turns. ~Of course, from an equilibrium point of view, agents know their
current consumption and wealth and, hence, cayt is in the information set
at time t.! Lagging [cay an additional period comes at a cost because, ac-
cording to the framework presented in ~3!, the two-period lagged value of
the consumption–wealth ratio should not be expected to have as much
predictive power as the one-period lagged value. We perform a few tests
with the two-period lagged variable anyway, on the grounds that it may
have some predictive power because it is fairly highly autocorrelated, hav-
ing a first-order autocorrelation coefficient of 0.79 in our sample.
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Each model is first estimated using data from the fourth quarter of 1952 to
the first quarter of 1968. We use recursive regressions to reestimate both the
parameters in [cayt as well as the forecasting model each period, adding one
quarter at a time and calculating a series of one-step-ahead forecasts. The fore-
casts are evaluated by comparing the mean-squared error from the set of one-
step-ahead forecasts. We also present results based on a fixed cointegrating
vector where the cointegrating parameters are set equal to their values esti-
mated in the full sample. The latter case gives some idea of how the model would
perform going forward if a practitioner used the existing estimates of these pa-
rameters and faced the same distribution of data. Moreover, this exercise is
justified on the grounds that the parameters in the cointegrating relation are
theoretically motivated and can be treated as known once a sufficient amount
of data is available to obtain superconsistent estimates. Note that both lag-
ging [cayt an additional period and reestimating the cointegrating parameters
every period puts the theory at a great disadvantage, because ~according to the
framework presented in the paper! the two-period lagged value of [cay with the
additional sampling error induced by reestimation should not be expected to
have as much predictive power as the one-period lagged value with param-
eters set at their theoretically correct values.

Table IV presents the results. Turning first to the comparisons with the
autoregressive benchmark, the table shows that, regardless of whether the
cointegrating parameters are reestimated, or whether the one- or two-period
lagged value of [cayt is used as a predictive variable, the mean-squared fore-
casting error of the [cayt -augmented model is always lower than that of the
benchmark autoregressive model. Thus, information on the aggregate
consumption–wealth ratio consistently improves forecasts over models that
used only lagged returns as a predictive variable.

The bottom panel of Table IV shows that fixing the cointegrating param-
eters at their full sample values produces the greatest forecasting gains from
augmenting the benchmark equation with [cayt . This is not surprising and
suggests that reestimation of the cointegrating parameters induces greater
sampling error into the parameter estimates, making it harder for the aug-
mented models to register an improvement over the benchmark. Neverthe-
less, including [cayt in the benchmark regression consistently improves forecasts
even when the cointegrating vector is reestimated. Furthermore, using the
one-period lagged value of [cay reduces the mean-squared error by more than
a model that uses the two-period lagged value of this variable, but both
models post improvements over the benchmark.

The [cay forecasting model also has superior forecasting performance rel-
ative to a model of constant expected excess returns. Several researchers
have found that the dividend yield has no ability to predict out-of-sample
relative to a constant expected returns model despite its ability to do so
in-sample ~e.g., Bossaerts and Hillion ~1999!, Goyal and Welch ~1999!!. Rows
3, 4, 7, and 8 of Table IV show that including a measure of [cay in the fore-
casting regression leads to a lower mean-squared forecasting error regard-
less of whether the cointegrating coefficients are reestimated or whether the
one- or two-period lagged value of [cay is used.
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Table IV

One-Quarter-Ahead Forecasts of Excess Returns:
Nested Comparisons

The table reports the results of one-quarter-ahead, nested forecast comparisons of excess re-
turns on the S&P Composite Index, rt11 2 rf, t11. [cayt is ct 2 Zbaat 2 Zby yt , the estimated one-
period lagged value of the deviation from the cointegrating relation among consumption c, asset
wealth a, and labor income y. Rows 1, 2, 5, and 6 give forecast comparisons of an unrestricted
model, which includes both the one-period lagged dependent variable rt 2 rf, t and a lagged
value of [cay as explanatory variables, with the autoregressive benchmark ~AR!, restricted model,
which includes just the lagged dependent variable. Rows 3, 4, 7, and 8 give forecast compari-
sons of an unrestricted model that includes a constant and a lagged value of [cay as the sole
explanatory variable, with the constant expected returns model ~const!, which includes just a
constant. In rows 1 and 3, the one-period lagged value of [cayt is used as an explanatory vari-
able; rows 2 and 4 replace the one-period lagged value, [cayt , with the two-period lagged value,
[cayt21. In rows 3, 4, 7, and 8, the unrestricted model includes a constant and a lagged value of
[cay as explanatory variables; the restricted model in these rows includes only a constant. Rows

3 and 7 use the one-period lagged value of [cay; rows 4 and 8 use the two-period lagged value.
MSEu is the mean-squared forecasting error from the relevant unrestricted model in each row;
MSEr is the mean-squared error from the relevant restricted model. A number less than one
indicates that the [cay augmented model has lower forecasting error than the restricted model.
The column labeled “ENC-NEW” gives the modified Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold test sta-
tistic ~Clark and McCracken ~1999!!; the null hypothesis is that the restricted model encom-
passes the unrestricted model; the alternative is that the unrestricted model contains information
that could be used to significantly improve the restricted model’s forecast. The column labeled
“MSE F” gives the results of the out-of-sample F test ~McCracken ~1999!!; the null hypothesis
is that the restricted and unrestricted models have equal mean-squared error ~MSE!; the al-
ternative is that the restricted model has higher MSE. The subcolumn labeled “Statistic” gives
the test statistic itself; the subcolumn labeled “Asy. CV” gives the 95th percentile of the as-
ymptotic distribution of the statistic as derived in Clark and McCracken ~1999!; the subcolumn
labeled “BS. CV” gives the 95th percentile of the bootstrapped distribution of the statistic de-
rived under the null. The initial estimation period begins with the fourth quarter of 1954 and
ends with the first quarter of 1968. The model is recursively reestimated until the third quarter
of 1998.

ENC-NEW MSE F

Row Comparison MSEu0MSEr Statistic
Asy.
CV

BS.
CV Statistic

Asy.
CV

BS.
CV

Panel A: Cointegrating Vector Reestimated

1 [cayt vs. AR 0.975 9.15** 2.09 2.15 5.72** 1.52 1.74
2 [cayt21 vs. AR 0.985 4.02** 2.09 2.21 1.85* 1.52 1.73
3 [cayt vs. const 0.984 9.68** 2.09 1.99 2.00* 1.52 1.67
4 [cayt21 vs. const 0.996 4.88** 2.09 2.23 0.38 1.52 1.71

Panel B: Fixed Cointegrating Vector

5 [cayt vs. AR 0.922 12.93** 2.09 2.37 9.84** 1.52 1.36
6 [cayt21 vs. AR 0.955 6.58** 2.09 2.43 5.72** 1.52 1.61
7 [cayt vs. const 0.921 14.30** 2.09 2.31 10.52** 1.52 1.48
8 [cayt21 vs. const 0.957 8.15** 2.09 2.36 5.48** 1.52 1.36

*Significant at the five percent or better level.
**Significant at the one percent or better level.
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For each forecast comparison, we also ask whether the superior perfor-
mance of the [cayt -augmented forecasts is statistically significant. Table IV pro-
vides two test statistics designed to determine whether the one-step-ahead
forecasting performance from the restricted, benchmark model is statistically
different from an unrestricted model that includes [cayt . Clark and McCracken
~1999! derive the ~nonstandard! asymptotic distributions for a large number
of statistical tests as applied to nested models and numerically generate the
asymptotic critical values. The two tests we consider are those found by Clark
and McCracken to have the best overall power and size properties. The first,
called the ENC-NEW test, is a modified Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold ~1998!
test statistic adapted to address the fact that the limiting distribution of this
test statistic is nonnormal when the forecasts are nested under the null. The
ENC-NEW statistic provides a test of the null hypothesis that the restricted
model’s forecast “encompasses” all the relevant information for next period’s
value of the dependent variable, against the alternative that the unrestricted
model contains additional information. The second is an out-of-sample F-type
test ~MSE F test! developed in McCracken ~1999!. The MSE F test is a test of
equal mean-squared forecasting error. The null hypothesis for this test is that
the restricted model, which excludes [cay, has a mean-squared forecasting er-
ror that is less than or equal to that of the unrestricted model that includes
[cay; the alternative is that the unrestricted model has lower mean-squared error.
Table IV presents the ENC-NEW and MSE F-test statistics along with

their asymptotic 95 percent critical values derived in Clark and McCracken
~1999!. For comparison, 95 percent bootstrapped critical values of these sta-
tistics, generated by performing repeated simulations under the null hypoth-
esis, are also presented. The bootstrapped statistics are derived by first
estimating the model under the null hypothesis and then performing boot-
strap simulations of the data by drawing randomly ~with replacement! from
the errors of the appropriate null model ~i.e., autoregressive or constant
expected return!, and a vector autoregressive equation for [cayt . Data for
returns and [cayt are formed by iterating forward using these randomly cho-
sen errors, and forecasts of returns are computed using the simulated data
for both the nested model ~true under the null! and the nonnested model
~which includes [cayt as a forecasting variable!, and the test statistics are
computed. This is done 10,000 times. The 95th percentile of this boot-
strapped statistic is reported in Table IV.

The use of this bootstrap procedure addresses a concern raised by several
recent studies, namely that the researcher is likely to find spurious evidence
of return predictability in small samples when the forecasting variable is
sufficiently persistent ~e.g., Nelson and Kim ~1993!, Ferson, Sarkissian, and
Simin ~1999!, Stambaugh ~1999!!. For example, the bootstrapped statistics
in rows 3, 4, 7, and 8 of Table IV are determined by the data sample we use
under the null hypothesis of no return predictability.

For each set of one-step-ahead forecasts we consider, the ENC-NEW and
MSE Ftest both strongly reject the null that [cayt contains no information
about future excess returns that could be used to improve upon the forecast
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from the autoregressive benchmark when the test statistics are compared
against their asymptotic critical values. The boot-strapped critical values
are very similar and do not change these conclusions. The same conclusions
are drawn when comparing the cay-augmented model to the constant ex-
pected returns model. The ENC-NEW test statistic strongly rejects the null
that [cay has no predictive power for excess returns. For every case except
one, the MSE F-test also rejects the null of equal forecast accuracy between
the constant expected returns benchmark and the [cay-augmented model.
The one exception is the case when [cay is both lagged two periods and re-
estimated; for this case the MSE F-test does not reject the null of equal
forecast accuracy, despite the fact that the [cay-augmented model does dis-
play a lower mean-squared error than the constant expected returns bench-
mark. This finding is not particularly surprising because, as discussed above,
if the framework considered here is correct, a model in which [cay is both
reestimated and lagged twice is placed at a great disadvantage. Further-
more, Clark and McCracken ~1999! show that equal forecast accuracy tests
such as the MSE F-test are less powerful than encompassing tests like the
ENC-NEW test. Thus the MSE F-test may simply lack the power to detect
the predictive content of [cay when it is both lagged two periods and
reestimated.

In summary, the results presented above indicate that [cayt has displayed
statistically significant out-of-sample predictive power for excess stock re-
turns over the postwar period, and contains information that is not included
in lagged value of the excess return. Moreover, a model of constant expected
returns is rejected in favor of a model of time-varying expected returns when
[cay is used as the predictive variable.

B. Non-nested Forecast Comparisons

The tests above show that adding information on the aggregate consump-
tion–wealth ratio improves the forecasting performance of either a simple
first-order autoregressive benchmark for excess stock returns or a constant
expected returns benchmark. It is sometimes the case that a researcher wishes
to compare two alternative forecasting models of the same variable that are
not nested. For example, we could compare a set of competitor forecasts with
those generated by the predictor [cay. We now consider several such compet-
itor forecasts, and test whether they exhibit useful information absent in
forecasts using lagged [cay. As above, each model is first estimated using
data from the fourth quarter of 1952 to the first quarter of 1968. We use
recursive regressions to reestimate the model, adding one quarter at a time
and calculating a series of one-step-ahead forecasts.

Results from a set of nonnested forecast comparisons is given in Table V.
Forecasting equations in which the lagged value of [cay is the sole predictive
variable are alternately compared with “competitor models” in which either
the lagged excess return, lagged dividend yield, lagged dividend payout ra-
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tio, or lagged stochastic bill rate is the sole predictive variable.13 As indi-
cated in the table, compared to every one of these competitor models, the
model using lagged [cay produces a superior forecasting record: The mean-
squared error from the series of one-quarter-ahead forecasts is lower when
[cay is used as a predictive variable than when any of the other predictive

variables is employed.
We can once again ask whether these differences in forecasting perfor-

mance can be statistically discerned. One possibility would be to test the
equality of mean-squared forecasting error. As Harvey et al. ~1998! point

13 A constant is always included in each of the forecasting equations.

Table V

One-Quarter-Ahead Forecasts of Excess Returns:
Nonnested Comparisons

The table reports the results of one-quarter-ahead, nonnested forecast comparisons. The de-
pendent variable is the excess return on the S&P Composite Index. In each case, two models are
compared. Model 1 always uses just lagged [cay as a predictive variable; Model 2 uses one of
several alternate variables labeled in the second column. The column labeled “MSE10MSE2”
reports the ratio of the root-mean-squared forecasting error of Model 1 to Model 2. All of the
models include a constant. The model denoted r 2 rf uses the lagged dependent variable as a
predictive variable; the model denoted d 2 p uses the lagged log dividend yield as a predictive
variable; the model denoted d 2 e uses the lagged log dividend payout ratio as a predictive
variable; the model denoted RREL uses the lagged relative bill rate as a predictive variable.
The modified Diebold–Mariano test statistic, altered to test for forecast encompassing ~Harvey
et al. ~1998!!, appears in the column labeled “MDM Test.” The column labeled “95 Percent CV”
reports the 95 percent critical value for this statistic based on a tn21 distribution, where n is the
number of out-of-sample forecast observations. The null hypothesis is that Model 2 encom-
passes Model 1. The initial estimation period begins with the fourth quarter of 1954 and ends
with the first quarter of 1968. The model is recursively reestimated until the third quarter of
1998. A * ~**! denotes significance at the five ~one! percent or better level.

MDM Test

Row Model 1 vs. Model 2 MSE10MSE2

Test
Statistic

95 Percent
CV

Panel A: Cointegrating Vector Reestimated

1 [cay vs. r 2 rf 0.972 2.14** 1.658
2 [cay vs. d 2 p 0.961 2.72** 1.658
3 [cay vs. d 2 e 0.982 2.60** 1.658
4 [cay vs. RREL 0.992 2.39** 1.658

Panel B: Fixed Cointegrating Vector

5 [cay vs. r 2 rf 0.908 3.26** 1.658
6 [cay vs. d 2 p 0.897 3.58** 1.658
7 [cay vs. d 2 e 0.917 3.47** 1.658
8 [cay vs. RREL 0.927 2.85** 1.658
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out, however, a more stringent requirement for concluding that a particular
model had superior forecasting ability would be that the competing forecasts
embody no useful information that is absent in the preferred forecasts; put
another way, we may test whether the competing model encompasses the
preferred model. Harvey et al. ~1998! provide a formal hypothesis testing
procedure for the analysis of competing forecasts from nonnested models.
They advocate the use of a Diebold and Mariano ~1995! test statistic modi-
fied to test for forecast encompassing and to account for finite-sample bi-
ases. This modified test statistic is referred to as the MDM test statistic.
This test statistic is formed by asking whether the difference in forecast
errors between two models is correlated with the forecast error of the model
that is encompassing under the null. The statistic is compared with critical
values from the tn21 distribution, where n is the number of out-of-sample
forecasts. The null hypothesis is that the competitor model, without lagged
[cay, ~labeled “Model 2” in Table V! encompasses the model where the pre-

dictive variable is [cay. The alternative hypothesis is that the preferred model
using [cay contains information that could have improved the forecasts of the
competitor models.

All of these encompassing tests indicate that the [cay forecasting model
contains information that produces superior forecasts to those produced by
any of the competitor models. The findings are statistically significant at
better than the one percent level in almost every case, regardless of whether
the cointegrating parameters are reestimated. Boot strap methods ~not re-
ported! produced similar results. In summary, the MDM tests suggest that
forecasts using the proxy for f luctuations in the consumption–wealth ratio
presented here would be consistently superior to forecasts using other pop-
ular forecasting variables.14

VI. Long-horizon Forecasts

In this section, we investigate the relative predictive power of the vari-
ables we have been studying for returns at longer horizons. The theory
behind ~4! makes clear that the consumption–wealth ratio, like the dividend-

14 One possible concern about some nonnested encompassing tests is that they fail to account
for estimation error in the parameters of the forecasting regressions. However, West and Mc-
Cracken ~1998! show that, for at least some types of encompassing tests, estimation error in the
parameters of the forecasting equation is asymptotically negligible as long as the forecasting
scheme is recursive ~as is the case here! and the forecast errors display no conditional hetero-
skedasticity or serial correlation. For the case where the forecast errors are conditionally het-
eroskedastic, such estimation error may not be negligible, and West and McCracken develop an
alternative, regression-based test that properly accounts for this error. Results ~not reported!
using the West–McCracken regression-based tests led to the same conclusions as the those
using the MDM test, for all of the eight forecast comparisons made in Table V except one. That
exception was one in which the cointegrating parameters in [cay were reestimated and a com-
parison was being made between a model using those reestimated values of [cay with the fore-
casting power from a model using RREL, corresponding to row 4 in Table V. In this case, the
West–McCracken test does not reject the null of equal forecast performance.
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price ratio, should track longer-term tendencies in asset markets rather than
provide accurate short-term forecasts of booms or crashes. Moreover, Fig-
ure 1 illustrates that the last 47 years of data have been characterized by
several episodes during which deviations from the common trend in con-
sumption, asset wealth, and labor income have persisted for many periods,
solidifying the idea that the consumption–wealth ratio should provide a more
accurate signal of longer-term trends in asset returns than of short-term
movements.

In principle, [cayt could be a long-horizon forecaster of consumption growth,
returns, or both. Table VI presents the results of single-equation regressions
of either consumption growth or excess returns, over horizons spanning 1 to
24 quarters, on several lagged forecasting variables. The dependent variable
in Panel A is the H-period consumption growth rate Dct11 1 . . . 1 Dct1H ; in
Panel B, the dependent variable is the H-period log excess return on the
S&P Composite Index, rt11 2 rf, t11 1 . . . 1 rt1H 2 rf, t1H . For each regres-
sion, the table reports the estimated coefficient on the included explanatory
variable~s!, the adjusted R2 statistic, and the Newey–West corrected t-statistic
for the hypothesis that the coefficient is zero.

Consistent with the results presented in Table II, Panel A of Table VI
shows that [cayt has no forecasting power for future consumption growth at
any horizon over our postwar sample. The individual coefficient estimates
are not statistically significant and the adjusted R2 statistics are all very
close to zero. This result is analogous to the finding that dividend–price
ratios have little forecasting power for future dividend growth ~e.g., Camp-
bell ~1991!; Cochrane ~1991, 1994, 1997!!. Returning to equation ~4!, this
finding, in conjunction with the observation that the consumption–wealth
ratio has varied over time, reinforces the notion that f luctuations in the
consumption–wealth ratio should forecast asset returns.

Panel B of Table VI reports results from forecasting of the log excess re-
turn on the S&P Composite Index. In contrast to long-horizon regressions
where future consumption growth is the dependent variable, row 2 of Panel
B shows that [cayt has significant forecasting power for future excess re-
turns. The forecasting power of the trend deviation term is particularly strong
at short to intermediate horizons. The predictive power of [cayt is hump-
shaped and peaks around one year; using this single variable alone achieves
an OR2 of 0.21 for excess returns over a five quarter horizon ~not reported in
the table!.

The remaining rows of Panel B give an indication of the forecasting power
of other variables for long-horizon excess returns. Row 3 reports long-
horizon regressions using the dividend yield as the sole forecasting variable.
These results are similar to those obtained elsewhere ~e.g., Fama and French
~1988!, Campbell et al. ~1997!! but somewhat weaker because we use more
recent data. For example, at a horizon of one year, the dividend yield dis-
plays little predictive power for returns, the OR2 is negligible and the coeffi-
cient estimate is not significantly different from zero. The dividend yield
only becomes a significant forecaster at a return horizon of six years. For
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such long horizons, the OR2 of the dividend yield regressions exceeds the OR2

in the regression using [cayt as the forecasting variable. For all shorter ho-
rizons, however, [cayt is a much more powerful predictor of future stock re-
turns than is the dividend yield. Thus, consistent with existing evidence, the
dividend yield is a strong forecaster of long-horizon returns, but has little
capacity to forecast short- and medium-horizon returns.

Table VI

Long-horizon Regressions
The table reports results from long-horizon regressions of excess returns on lagged variables. H
denotes the return horizon in quarters. The dependent variable in Panel A is H-period con-
sumption growth Dct11 1 . . . 1 Dct1H . In Panel B, the dependent variable is the sum of H log
excess returns on the S&P Composite Index, rt11 2 rf, t11 1 . . . 1 rt1H 2 rf, t1H . The regressors
are one-period lagged values of the deviations from trend [cayt 5 ct 2 Zbaat 2 Zby yt , the log
dividend yield dt 2 pt , the dividend earnings ratio dt 2 et , the detrended short-term interest
rate RRELt , and combinations thereof. For each regression, the table reports OLS estimates of
the regressors, Newey–West corrected t-statistics in parentheses, and adjusted R2 statistics in
square brackets. Significant coefficients at the five percent level are highlighted in bold. The
sample period is fourth quarter of 1952 to third quarter 1998.

Forecast Horizon H

Row Regressors 1 2 3 4 8 12 16 24

Panel A: Consumption Growth

1 [cayt 0.11 0.62 1.23 1.98 2.29 0.33 21.17 0.21
~0.33! ~0.87! ~1.09! ~1.33! ~1.13! ~0.14! ~20.41! ~0.05!
@0.00# @0.01# @0.02# @0.03# @0.02# @0.01# @0.00# @0.01#

Panel B: Excess Stock Returns

2 [cayt 2.16 3.80 5.43 6.72 8.35 8.57 7.86 12.44
~3.44! ~3.34! ~3.37! ~3.70! ~3.73! ~3.24! ~2.99! ~3.41!
@0.09# @0.12# @0.16# @0.18# @0.16# @0.15# @0.11# @0.16#

3 dt 2 pt 0.03 0.06 0.10 0.13 0.24 0.27 0.30 0.76
~1.40! ~1.23! ~1.16! ~1.22! ~1.18! ~1.27! ~1.36! ~3.12!
@0.01# @0.02# @0.03# @0.04# @0.06# @0.07# @0.07# @0.25#

4 dt 2 pt 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.26 0.31 0.40 0.95
~1.02! ~1.12! ~1.10! ~1.16! ~1.14! ~1.34! ~1.98! ~5.27!

dt 2 et 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.13 0.20 0.35 0.68
~1.71! ~1.12! ~0.94! ~0.70! ~0.73! ~1.00! ~2.30! ~3.51!
@0.02# @0.02# @0.03# @0.04# @0.07# @0.09# @0.14# @0.39#

5 RRELt 21.68 22.87 23.91 24.51 22.52 21.55 23.60 25.10
~23.83! ~23.38! ~23.20! ~22.67! ~21.53! ~20.76! ~21.51! ~21.51!

@0.06# @0.07# @0.10# @0.10# @0.01# @0.00# @0.03# @0.03#

6 [cayt 1.89 3.13 4.43 5.37 7.24 7.69 5.63 5.90
~3.45! ~3.01! ~3.03! ~3.25! ~3.01! ~2.20! ~1.81! ~1.91!

dt 2 pt 20.00 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.17 0.24 0.31 0.85
~20.08! ~0.34! ~0.43! ~0.67! ~0.84! ~1.04! ~1.49! ~4.95!

dt 2 et 0.02 20.02 20.03 20.05 0.17 0.24 0.31 0.65
~0.47! ~20.29! ~20.33! ~20.49! ~0.44! ~1.16! ~2.06! ~2.86!

RRELt 21.17 22.35 23.23 23.82 20.27 1.99 0.12 1.36
~22.48! ~23.05! ~22.91! ~22.57! ~20.16! ~0.81! ~0.05! ~0.48!

@0.11# @0.15# @0.21# @0.23# @0.18# @0.19# @0.18# @0.42#
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Row 4 shows that adding the dividend payout ratio to this equation pro-
duces results that are very similar to those using just the dividend yield.
Each variable has an important impact on returns over horizons exceeding
eight quarters, but not on returns over shorter horizons. The OR2 statistic
suggests that these variables have their greatest predictive power at hori-
zons of three years or more, explaining about 40 percent of the variation in
returns at a six-year horizon.

Row 5 reports results using RREL as the sole forecasting variable. RREL
is statistically significant at horizons up to and including one year, although
the OR2 statistics are found to be lower than those obtained in row 2 using
[cayt as the predictive variable.
When we include [cayt , the stochastically detrended short rate, the divi-

dend yield, and the payout ratio together in one regression, the forecasting
results are qualitatively similar to those for one-quarter-ahead returns. At
short and intermediate horizons, [cayt continues to have the most forecasting
power; the predictive power of RREL is also concentrated at short horizons,
and d 2 p and d 2 e are significant only at very long horizons. By including
all four variables, the regression specification now has forecasting power for
returns at every horizon we consider, although the total fraction of variation
in long-horizon returns that is predicted remains above that of short-horizon
returns. These results underscore the finding that [cayt is the best univariate
predictor of returns at short-to-intermediate horizons: At a four-quarter ho-
rizon, the OR2 from the regression using just [cayt is almost as large as that
in the last panel of Table VI obtained using all four variables.

What factors might account for the relative strengths and weaknesses of
[cayt and dt 2 pt at forecasting returns over different horizons? One way to

understand these differences is to note that the discount rates in ~9! and ~10!
differ. In ~10!, ra [ 10~1 2 exp~d 2 p!!, where exp~d 2 p! is the average ratio
of dividends to prices, about 0.99 at a quarterly rate.15 By contrast, the
discount rate, rw, in ~9! is slightly smaller, equal to about 0.97 as suggested
by using our estimates of v and sample mean ratios of C0A and C0Y. Accord-
ingly, changes in expected returns in the far future are discounted a bit more
in the equation for cayt than in the equation for dt 2 pt . Thus the dividend–
price ratio is a better proxy for returns into the distant future than is the
trend deviation term. Even abstracting from this difference in discount rates,
however, differences in the forecasting power at different horizons may arise
if the time series process for expected asset returns is more persistent than
that for expected returns to human capital. In this case, [cay would be less
persistent than the dividend–price ratio, consistent with the evidence in
Table II, and would therefore explain a smaller fraction of the variation in
expected returns at longer horizons than would the dividend yield.

The single-equation regressions presented in Table VI provide a simple
way to summarize the marginal predictive power of each forecasting vari-
able, as well as the overall explanatory power of the forecasting equation. An

15 These estimates come from Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay ~1997!.
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alternative approach uses VARs to impute long-horizon statistics rather than
estimating them directly. One advantage of this approach is that it avoids
small-sample biases that may occur in single-equation techniques that can
be especially pronounced when the horizon is large relative to the sample
size. The methodology for measuring long-horizon statistics by estimating a
VAR has been covered by Kandel and Stambaugh ~1989!, Campbell ~1991!,
and Hodrick ~1992!, and we refer the reader to those articles for a descrip-
tion of the approach.

Table VII investigates the predictive power of the full VAR counterpart to
the equations analyzed previously for long-horizon returns. For each return
horizon we consider, we calculate an implied R2 using the coefficient esti-
mates of the VAR and the estimated covariance matrix of the VAR residuals.
Table VII gives the results from estimating two first-order VARs. The first
system is a four-variable VAR that includes the excess return on the S&P
Composite Index, the relative bill rate, the log dividend–price ratio, and the
log dividend–earnings ratio. The second is a five-variable VAR that adds
detrended asset wealth to this system. The bottom row of each panel gives
the implied R2 of a regression of long-horizon excess returns on the other
variables in the system. The pattern of the implied R2 statistics is very
similar to those from the single-equation regression, indicating that those
results are robust to the vector autoregression approach.

VII. Conclusion

The last decade has brought forth an outpouring of research suggesting
the existence of time variation in expected asset returns. It is now widely
accepted that excess returns are predictable by variables such as dividend–
price ratios, earnings–price ratios, dividend–earnings ratios, and an assort-
ment of other financial indicators. For the most part, these financial variables
have been successful at predicting long horizon returns, but less successful
at predicting returns at shorter horizons.

In this paper, we investigate conditions under which consumption, labor
income, and asset wealth are cointegrated, and deviations from this shared
trend summarize investors’ expectations of future returns on the market
portfolio. We show that these deviations from trend primarily forecast fu-
ture movements in asset wealth, rather than future movements in consump-
tion or labor income. Deviations in the shared trend among consumption,
asset wealth, and labor income pick up f luctuations in the aggregate
consumption–wealth ratio.

To develop the empirical implications of this framework, we investigate
the power of f luctuations in the log consumption–wealth ratio for forecast-
ing asset returns. We find that these f luctuations contain important predic-
tive elements for stock market returns over short and intermediate horizons.
Indeed, of the popular forecasting variables explored to date, we find that
this variable is the best univariate predictor of stock returns for horizons up
to one year. Combining observations on these trend deviations in asset wealth
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with those on the log dividend–price ratio and the log dividend–earnings
ratio reveals that stock returns exhibit substantial forecastability at hori-
zons ranging from short to long.

We find that the deviation in the shared trend among consumption, labor
income, and wealth forecasts excess stock returns over a risk-free rate just
as well as it forecasts real stock returns. This feature of the data suggests
that expected excess returns, or risk premia, vary over time, a conclusion

Table VII

Vector Autoregression of Excess Returns
and Implied Long-horizon R2

The table reports coefficient estimates from vector autoregressions ~VARs! of returns, relative
bill rate, dividend yield, dividend payout ratio, and the trend deviation term. rt11 2 rf, t11

is quarterly log excess returns on the S&P Composite Index; RRELt is the relative bill rate;
dt 2 pt is the log dividend yield; dt 2 et is the log dividend payout ratio; [cayt is ct 2 Zbaat 2 Zby yt ,
the estimated trend deviation. Newey–West corrected t statistics appear in parentheses below
the coefficient estimate. Significant coefficients at the five percent level are highlighted in
bold. H denotes the return horizon in quarters. The final column gives the adjusted R2 for each
equation of the VAR estimated over the full sample. The row labeled “Implied R2” gives the
explanatory power of the VAR for the return at horizon H named in the row above and is
calculated from the estimated parameters of the VAR and the estimated covariance matrix of
VAR residuals. The sample period is fourth quarter of 1952 to third quarter of 1998.

Dependent Variable
Constant
~t-stat!

rt 2 rf, t

~t-stat!
RRELt

~t-stat!
dt 2 pt

~t-stat!
dt 2 et

~t-stat!
[cayt

~t-stat! OR2

Panel A: Excluding [cay

rt11 2 rf, t11 0.000 0.078 21.309 0.033 0.025 0.06
~0.035! ~1.287! ~22.700! ~1.307! ~0.682!

RRELt11 20.000 0.009 0.684 20.004 20.006 0.52
~20.058! ~1.127! ~10.062! ~21.201! ~21.839!

dt11 2 pt11 20.007 20.102 1.347 0.972 20.038 0.94
~21.491! ~21.535! ~2.784! ~40.597! ~21.080!

dt11 2 et11 20.001 20.142 22.499 0.012 0.644 0.50
~20.119! ~21.107! ~22.191! ~0.356! ~8.273!

H 2 3 4 8 12 16 24

Implied R2 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.28 0.32 0.39

Panel B: Including [cay

rt11 2 rf, t11 20.000 20.008 21.181 20.003 0.016 1.908 0.11
~20.028! ~20.126! ~22.600! ~20.101! ~0.451! ~3.316!

RRELt11 20.000 0.012 0.679 20.002 20.005 20.072 0.52
~20.037! ~1.515! ~9.435! ~20.620! ~21.790! ~20.952!

dt11 2 pt11 20.007 20.047 1.264 0.995 20.032 21.235 0.94
~21.458! ~20.698! ~2.687! ~39.723! ~20.913! ~22.358!

dt11 2 et11 20.001 20.162 22.469 0.004 0.642 0.441 0.50
~20.127! ~21.057! ~22.184! ~0.091! ~8.178! ~0.411!

[cayt11 20.000 20.049 20.062 0.004 0.001 0.862 0.78
~20.303! ~28.235! ~21.499! ~2.858! ~0.331! ~21.854!

H 2 3 4 8 12 16 24

Implied R2 0.22 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.44
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that has been drawn previously from evidence that long-horizon returns are
predictable by variables such as the dividend–price ratio. Yet the dividend–
price ratio provides only indirect evidence that risk premia vary at cyclical
frequencies, because its forecasting power is concentrated at longer hori-
zons. By contrast, we find that the deviation in wealth from its shared trend
with consumption and labor income has strong predictive power for excess
stock returns at business cycle frequencies, providing direct evidence that
risk premia vary countercyclically.

Although our findings of out-of-sample predictability are particularly strong
relative to those of some other studies, we caution that our results do not
imply forecastability in all episodes. It is clear, for example, that the last
five years have been marked by highly unusual stock market behavior, as
prices relative to any sensible divisor have reached unprecedented levels.
Similarly over this period, consumption often remained far below its trend
relationship with assets and labor earnings even as returns climbed, thereby
weakening the tight quarterly link between the consumption–wealth ratio
and one-step-ahead returns. Some observers might interpret such an ex-
traordinary episode as a signal that future stock returns will no longer dis-
play long-horizon forecastability, but as the framework investigated in this
paper makes clear, such a future would require either a constant consumption–
wealth ratio or consumption growth that is forecastable by the consumption–
wealth ratio, neither of which have been true historically.

An important policy implication of our results is that large swings in fi-
nancial assets need not be associated with large subsequent movements in
consumption. Recently, this issue has become one of pressing importance as
fears rise that substantial market swings will cause consumer spending to
f luctuate sharply. The model considered in this paper suggests that the real
economy may be less vulnerable to transitory movements in asset values
than many analysts presume: The model implies that households smooth out
transitory variation in their asset wealth and, with consumption currently
well below its traditional ratio to asset wealth and labor income, have al-
ready factored the expectation of lower returns into today’s consumption.

These findings on the time-series behavior of excess returns can be linked
to the large literature on cross-sectional asset pricing. As a start, Lettau and
Ludvigson ~2001! explore the ability of theoretically based asset pricing mod-
els such as the CAPM and the consumption CAPM to explain the cross sec-
tion of average stock returns when f luctuations in the log consumption–
wealth ratio are used as a conditioning variable. More generally, the economic
variable explored in this paper provides a fresh opportunity to investigate
the determinants of asset risk. The predictive power of the consumption-
wealth ratio may be obtained under the relatively unrestrictive assumption
that the nonstationary, or trend, component of human capital is well cap-
tured by labor income itself. The consumption framework investigated here
implies that investors’ own behavior should reveal expectations of future
returns to aggregate wealth, providing a unique proxy of expected returns to
the market portfolio.
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Appendix: Tests for Cointegration

This appendix provides a description of our macroeconomic data and de-
scribes procedures we use to test for cointegration among consumption, la-
bor income, and household wealth. We furnish the output from these tests in
Tables AI and AII.

The consumption data are for nondurables and services excluding shoes
and clothing, in 1992 chain weighted dollars. The asset holdings data is the
household net worth series provided by the Board of Governors of the Fed-
eral Reserve. Labor income is defined as wages and salaries plus transfer
payments plus other labor income minus personal contributions for social
insurance minus taxes. Taxes are defined as ~wages and salaries0~wages and
salaries 1 proprietors income with IVA and Ccadj 1 rental income 1 per-
sonal dividends 1 personal interest income!! * ~personal tax and non-tax
payments!, where IVA is inventory evaluation and Ccadj is capital consump-
tion adjustments. Both the net worth variable and the labor income variable
are def lated by the PCE chain-type price def lator, 1992 5 100. Our source
for all of the consumption and income components, as well as the PCE de-
f lator, is the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Note that, although there is some back-casting of the consumption and in-
come data due to revisions and interpolated estimation by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis of some service expenditure components, no information
about future stock returns is being used to alter any of the data used to
construct [cay.

A representative agent is assumed to consume aggregate consumption,
and have income and asset holdings equal to their aggregate values; thus,
we use aggregate data in all of our analyses. Use of aggregate data would
likely bias downward the forecasting power of cayt if there is limited par-
ticipation in asset markets. Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine
what part of aggregate consumption, wealth, and income is attributable to
stock holders, and household level data is too limited to carry out an exten-
sive forecasting analysis. Heaton and Lucas ~2000! present evidence that,
for the subset of the population that has significant stock holdings, propri-
etary income is an important source of earnings. An alternative measure of

Table AI

Phillips–Ouliaris Test for Cointegration
The Dickey–Fuller test statistic has been applied to the fitted residuals from the cointegrating
regression of consumption on labor income and wealth. Critical values assume trending series.
“Lags” refers to the number of lags of first differences used in the regression of residuals on the
lagged residual and lags of first differences of the residual.

Dickey–Fuller t-statistic Critical Values

Lag 5 1 Lag 5 2 Lag 5 3 Lag 5 4 5% Critical Level 10% Critical Level

24.282 24.017 23.800 23.636 23.80 23.52
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labor income that includes non-farm proprietary income compiled by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis, in addition to the wage and salary compo-
nents we use here, produced results that were almost identical to those using
the measure described above.

We report the results of two types of cointegration tests: residual based
tests designed to distinguish a system without cointegration from a system
with at least one cointegrating relationship, and tests for cointegrating rank
designed to estimate the number of cointegrating relationships. The former
requires that each individual variable pass a unit root test and are condi-
tional on this pretesting procedure. Dickey–Fuller tests for the presence of a
unit root in c, y, and a ~not reported! are consistent with the hypothesis of a
unit root in those series.

Table AI reports test statistics corresponding to the Phillips–Ouliaris ~1990!
residual-based cointegration tests. This test is designed to distinguish a sys-
tem without cointegration from a system with at least one cointegrating
relationship. The approach applies the augmented Dickey–Fuller unit root
test to the residuals from a regression of consumption on labor income and

Table AII

Johansen Cointegration Test with Linear Trend in the Data
A constant is included in the cointegrating relation. The columns labeled “Test Statistic” give
the value for the test named in the row above; “90% CV” gives the 90 percent confidence level
of that statistic.

L-Max Trace H0 5 r

Test Statistic 90% CV Test Statistic 90% CV r 5

Panel A: Lag in VAR Model 5 1

19.49 13.39 24.85 26.70 0
5.28 10.60 5.36 13.31 1
0.08 2.71 0.08 2.71 2

Panel B: Lag in VAR Model 5 2

21.03 13.39 25.17 26.70 0
4.05 10.60 4.14 13.31 1
0.10 2.71 0.10 2.71 2

Panel C: Lag in VAR Model 5 3

16.01 13.39 20.08 26.70 0
4.00 10.60 4.08 13.31 1
0.08 2.71 0.08 2.71 2

Panel D: Lag in VAR Model 5 4

14.80 13.39 19.17 26.70 0
4.09 10.60 4.37 13.31 1
0.27 2.71 0.27 2.71 2
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household wealth. The table shows both the Dickey–Fuller t statistic and the
relevant 5 and 10 percent critical values. In the model without a determin-
istic trend, the hypothesis of no cointegration is rejected at the five percent
level by the augmented Dickey–Fuller test with one, two, or three lags, but
is not rejected by the test with four lags. We applied the data-dependent
procedure suggested in Campbell and Perron ~1991! for choosing the appro-
priate lag length in an augmented Dickey–Fuller test. This procedure sug-
gested that the appropriate lag length was one, implying that test results
favoring cointegration should be accepted.

Next we consider testing procedures suggested by Johansen ~1988, 1991!
that allow the researcher to estimate the number of cointegrating relation-
ships. This procedure presumes a p-dimensional vector autoregressive model
with k lags, where p corresponds to the number of stochastic variables among
which the investigator wishes to test for cointegration. For our application,
p 5 3. The Johansen procedure provides two tests for cointegration: Under
the null hypothesis, H0, that there are exactly r cointegrating relations, the
“Trace” statistic supplies a likelihood ratio test of H0 against the alternative,
HA, that there are p cointegrating relations, where p is the total number of
variables in the model. A second approach uses the “L-max” statistic to test
the null hypothesis of r cointegrating relations against the alternative of
r 1 1 cointegrating relations. The test procedure depends on the number of
lags assumed in the vector autoregressive structure. Table AI presents the
test results obtained under a number of lag assumptions. The same effective
sample ~1954:1 to 1998:3! was used in estimating the model under each lag
assumption.

The critical values obtained using the Johansen approach also depend on the
trend characteristics of the data. We present results allowing for linear trends
in data, but assuming that the cointegrating relation has only a constant
~Table AII! ~see Johansen ~1988, 1991! for a more detailed discussion of these
trend assumptions!. In choosing the appropriate trend model for our data, we
are guided by both theoretical considerations and statistical criteria. Theo-
retical considerations imply that the long-run equilibrium relationship be-
tween consumption, labor income, and wealth does not have deterministic trends,
although each individual data series may have deterministic trends. More-
over, statistical criteria suggest that modeling a trend in the cointegrating re-
lation is not appropriate: The normalized cointegrating equation under this
assumption suggests that the parameters of the cointegrating vector are neg-
ative, at odds with any sensible model of consumer behavior. The table also re-
ports the 90 percent critical values for these statistics.

The Johansen L-max test results establish strong evidence of a single co-
integrating relation among log consumption, log labor income, and the log of
household wealth. Table AII shows that, for every lag specification we con-
sider, we may reject the null of no cointegration against the alternative of
one cointegrating vector. In addition, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of
one cointegrating relationship against the alternative of two or three. Al-
though the evidence in favor of cointegration is somewhat weaker according
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to the Trace statistic ~we cannot reject the null of no cointegration against
the alternative of three cointegrating relations!, this evidence is contra-
dicted by the unit root tests, which suggest that each variable contains a
unit root. Moreover, according to the Trace statistic, we may not reject the
null of one ~or two! cointegrating relations against the alternative of three.
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